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If M is a von Neumann
algebra in 2, each faithful
weight t# on M’ defines an
operator-valued
weight $-I of Z(Z)
on M. For each weight v on M the positive
unbounded
operator
dv/dt,h = p 0 I,-’ satisfies
all the usual properties
of a
Radon-Nikodym
derivative.

This paper is motivated by work of Woronowicz [8] and Haagerup [4]. In [8]
Woronowicz gives a new proof of the main theorem of the Tomita-Takesaki
theory and introduces as a tool a realization of the predual of a von Neumann
algebra M, acting in the Hilbert space&‘, by unbounded operators acting in &’
and forming a “phase system,” i.e., very roughly, a linear spaceof operators T,
stable under multiplication by elementsof M, and whosepolar decomposition
T = u 1T ] gives a phaseu E M. This realization of M, in X is not canonical
and in [8] dependson the choice of a cyclic and separatingvector for M. On the
other hand Haagerup [4] develops a theory of operator-valued weights and
(extending results of Combesand Delaroche [l]) setsup in Theorem 6.13 of [4]
an order-reversing bijection of the set P(A, B) (of operator-valued weights from
the von Neumann algebraA acting in the Hilbert space.X on the von Neumann
subalgebraB) on P(B’, A’).
If one applies this with A = P(X), B = M, one gets an order-reversing
bijection from P(L-Y(X’), M) on the spaceP(M’) of weights on the commutant
N = M’ of M in S’. Thus choosing a faithful weight q5on N will determine a
natural operator-valued weight,l let us call it $-l, from Z(.@) to M, which in
turn associatesto eachweight q~on M the weight q~o I,-’ on LF(sP).
As weights on Z(S) correspond to positive self-adjoint operatorswith dense
domain in 2, one thus gets such an operator T associatedwith any pair of
(faithful normal semifinite) weights q~on M and 4 on N = M’. We set T =
dv/d#. When $ is the state on 2 associatedwith the cyclic and separatingvector
&, ESF then the map q +-+dp/d# from M$ to operators in .# is exactly the map
1 This does not quite follow
there is not uniquely
chosen.

from

[4, Theorem

6.131 because

the bijection

01constructed
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A. CONNES

defined by Woronowicz
discussed above. It turns out that this “RadonNikod!-m
derivative”
dv/d# has many remarkable properties and can be defined in a very
simple manner. We shall see for instance that it is additive in v for fixed 0, that
d#/dF = (dp?/d#)-I, that T = dF/d$ satisfies
T?xT-~’

:

qm(x) Vx E M,

Tify7’-”

= ~!t(y)

Vy E X, Vt E W,

and that the operators of the form T = dp/d# for fixed 4 are characterized
by
the last equality above. As a simple application
of this tool we show that if (qn)
is an increasing sequence of weights on M with sup v then the uyn converge to ut*l
in Aut M. This notion will also be used in a crucial manner in [3].

PRELIMINARIES

ON N-MODULES

Let N be a von Neumann algebra. By an N-module
X’ we mean a Hilbert
space 2 together with a nondegenerate
normal representation
of N in 2. We let
~5 be the result of the action of x E N on E E 2. The cornmutant of the action
of N in # will be denoted by ZN(%); it is a von Neumann algebra in X.
Let Y be a faithful semifinite normal weight on N. We let &$ be the Xmodule corresponding
to the Gelfand-Segal
construction
for Y so that we have
a canonical injection 7V of (y E N, Y(y*y) < co} in &$ such that &~y)
=
qF(Y),
ViY E N.
1. Let 2 and Y be as above.
iff there exists C < co such that

DEFINITION

bounded

I/YSIIGc IIW(Y)lI
We let D(#,
For 6 E D(2,
to 2 such that

Vy’rNN,

A vector

wY*Y)

Y) be the subspace of .Z consisting
Y), there exists a unique bounded

=v)

dY)

= YS

‘y’y~N,

E E &’

is called

Y-

< *.

of all Y-bounded
vectors.
operator P’(t)
from X$

ylY*Ycy) < CQ.

By construction
P’(t)
is N-linear,
i.e., P(t)
E Hom,(ZJ,
, 2). The adjoint
Ty([) = (P(t))*
is an N-linear operator from X to &$ and <ITy(&t, qY(y)) =
(OL,y[) Vol E .%. Note that P’(t)
= 0 implies E = 0, since Y is semifinite.
LEMMA

2.

Proof.
For
be the central
so that U is an
and ([Jae, be

D(X,

Y) is dense in 2.

x E N let U(X) be the corresponding
operator in X and let c E N
projection
corresponding
to the kernel of the representation
U,
isomorphism
of N, on U(N). Let Y, be the restriction of Y to N,
a family of vectors in 2 such that Y,(X) =: Z<U(x) [, , 6,)
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vx E (NJ+ [71- F or every 01E I we have /Iy& II2 < Y(y*y) Vy E N, and hence &
is Y-bounded.
Now let E be the orthogonal
projection of X on the closure of
D(#‘, Y). By construction
it commutes with yN(Z’) and hence is of the form
E = U(e), e EN, . If e # c, as Y(c - e) > 0 there exists 01such that U(c - e) .
& # 0, which contradicts the equality Et, = &, .
Q.E.D.
3.

PROPOSITION

5$,(Z)

generated

(a) Let SF and Y be as above. Then the vector subspace of
by the operators

eY5, rl) = =“C!)
is a weakly dense two-sided

6,71 E D(Z,

TVh

y>,

ideal of 2$(X).

(b) Let $y be the above ideal.
finite sum

(c) There exists a family
5,) = 1.

(e&,

Then every positive

of Y-bounded

element T of $F is a

vectors such that Zf?,(&

,

Proof.
(a) For A, B E ZN(Z) we have P’(Af, Bq) = AP(f, 71) B* so that
J$ is a two-sided
ideal of oEp,(Z). Let A E ZN(Z),
A # 0. Then there exists
(Lemma 2) a [ E D(X, Y), with At # 0. So ey(A[, A[) # 0, since F’(A~)
# 0,
and Aey(t, 5) A* is a nonzero element of $y smaller than AA* 11P([, [)li.
This shows that ~3~ is weakly dense in PN(Z).
(b)

Let A E $$ so that A = Cy=, 0’([, , Q). If A 3 0 then A = &(A +
Ty((rli) + P”(qJ
Ty(ei) so that A < i C Ry(Ei + Q)
+- qi) = B. Hence, let C E ZN(X)
so that A = CBC*, one gets

A*) = $ C Ry(ti)
TF(fi

Cond,ition

(c) follows from (a) and (6).

Q.E.D.

If we take SP = G%$, then D(Hy,
Y) is exactly the set of right bounded
vectors [E rt”, for the canonical left Hilbert algebra of Y. Also, RF([) is the
operator of right multiplication
by E:
W(Y)

*YE,

Then let Y’ be the canonical
[7]. By construction of Y’one
LEMMA

6 E D(&‘,

VY E N,

YY*Y)

< *-

weight on the right von Neumann algebra ZN(.%$)
has Y’(Ry(~)*Ry(‘(S))
= I/ E/l2 for every EE D(yy,,).

4. Let Y’ be as above, and let X
Y) one has

be an N-module.

Then for

any
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Proof.
Then
R’(t)

Let U E Hom,(X,
A$) be a partial isometry such that CT* lJ[ = 6.
U[ E D(ZY , Y) and 1 Ry( Ut)la = 1 P’(t)12 because Ry( U[) = URy(‘(5),
= U*RP(Ug)
so u”(j Ry(f)j2) = Y’(\ Ry(U[)/2)
= 11A[ II2 = I( E (j2.
Q.E.D.

PRELIMINARIES

ON CLOSABLE FORMS

Let D be a dense subspace of a Hilbert space Z’.
we mean a map q from D to [0, + co] such that

By a positive

form on D

(1) q(M) = I X 12q(t)VAE @,Vi5E D.
(2) q(t + d + de - rl) = MO

+ Zzh) ‘ft, 7 E D.

It follows that Domain q = (E E D, q(f) < a) is a subspace of D on which q
defines a positive quadratic form in the sense of [6], provided that Dom q is
dense.
The next lemma follows easily from [6, Theorem 31, but we include a proof
for the convenience of the reader.
LEMMA 5. (I) Let q be a positive form, with dense domain,
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exists a closed positive quadratic
D = Dom q and q(5) = p(s, [) Vt E Dom q.
(b)

on D. Then the

form p on SF with (Dom p) n

The map 5 + q( 6) E [0, + 031 is lower semicontinuous.

(2) Under the above conditions, the positive operator T associated with the
closure of q/Dam q is the largest positive self-adjoint operator such that 11T112[ II2 =
q(5) Vi! E Dam qProof.
(1) (a) 3 (b) Let T be the positive operator associated with the
closed quadratic
form p (cf. [6, Theorem
VIII
151). Then by the spectral
theorem, the map q1 , ql(t) = 11T112[ /I2 if [ E Dom T1j2, q,(t) = + 00 otherwise,
is lower semicontinuous
from X to [0, +co], so its restriction q to D is lower
semicontinuous.
(b) * (a) For 5 E X, let ql([) be the inf of the limits lim,,,
q(tn), for
all sequences 5, E- D, [, ---f 6 such that q([J converges. Then q1 satisfies (1)
and (2) on Z? because to prove (2) one just needs an inequality instead of the
equality.
Moreover
qI is also lower semicontinuous.
Then X, = Dom q1
becomes a Hilbert space with the norm (11.$11$ = 115 (I2 + qi([). In fact if (tn)
is a Cauchy sequence in %i then there exists [ E 2 such that 5, - E in X
and as ql([,J is bounded one gets .$ E si , and finally &, + [ in X1 by the semicontinuity
of q1 . So q1 defines a closed quadratic form p, and as qi([) = q(t)
trt G D one gets (a).
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(2) Let T be any positive operator, self-adjoint and such that I/ T112[ II2 =
q(t), V[ E Dom q. Then with ql constructed as above, one has for any 5 E .%‘,
Q(f) < 00 the inequality 11T112t II2 < ql(t), since for any sequence E,, E D,
&, -+ .$ one has I/ T1j2[ II2 < limn+m Ij T1i2&, /12.So one has T < Tl , where Tl
is the positive operator associated with q1 . It also follows that Tt’2 is the closure
of its restriction to the domain of q.
Notation.
the text:

We shall use the following

two abuses of notation in the rest of

(1) (Tt, E) = 11T1/2e II2 if 6 E Dom T1j2 and equals foe
where T is any positive self-adjoint operator.

otherwise,

(2) Tl + T, is the positive self-adjoint operator associated with the positive
quadratic form E + (T,f, E> + (T,[, 0, where Tl and T, are positive selfadjoint operators such that Dom Tt/” n Dom Tij2 is a core for both T:12 and
5’412
2 .

DEFINITION

OF THE

SPATIAL

DERIVATIVE

d+/dY

Let M be a von Neumann algebra in X, 4 a semifinite normal weight on M,
and Y a semifinite faithful normal weight on the commutant N of M.
We can consider 2 as an N-module and let D(&‘, Y) be the subspace of
Y-bounded vectors; by Lemma 1 it is a dense subspace of &‘.
LEMMA
6. The equality q(t) = $(Oy([, t), V[ E D(&‘, Y), dejkes a lower
semicontinuous positive form on D(s%‘, Y) with dense domain.

Proqf.
Let us first show that Domain q is densein Z. As $ is semifinite the
union of the rangesQ(Z), a E M, $(au*) < 00 is total in X’. So asD(&‘, Y) is
densein 8, it is enough to check that for such an a E M and 6 E D(#, Y) one
has q(at) < co. But

@yW 4) = aey(E,6) a* < aa* 11By((,[)Il,

so

ww,

a!)) < a.

To prove that q is lower semicontinuous we can assumethat there exists a
&, E3’ such that d(x) = (4, , 4,,), Vx E M. Then q(t) = I/ Ty([) to /Ig,
Ve E D(2, Y), and we have

As <Ty([) & , am> = (~*[a,
lower semicontinuity of 4.
580/35/2-z

f) is a continuous function of [ we get the
Q.E.D.
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DEFINITION.
The spatial derivative d$/dY is the positive self-adjoint
associated with the form e -+ C(&‘([, 0) as in Lemma 5.
Hence d+/dY is the largest positive s.a. operator T such that

(Tf,

0

= NW,

VE E D(Z,

0)

operator

Y).

In particular, if $(I) < cc then D(z&‘, Y) is contained in the domain of (d+/dY)1/2
and is a core for this operator. Hence if&(l)
< c~,j = 1, 2, then
44,
PROPOSITION

(b)

8. (a)

+ &WY

= 4,ldY

+ %ldY.

One has & < 42 isf d+,ldY < d+,/dY.

For any invertible operator a E M onehas
d(a$a*)/dY == a(d+/dY) a*.

Proof. (a) One has (d$,/dYt, 5) < ,<d+,/dY[, 5) for every 5 E D(2, Y)
and hence every f E Z by Lemma 5. Conversely if d+,/dY < d$,/dY, then
+,(A) < &(A) for every A E $$, A > 0 by Proposition
3(b), so that as $i and
4s are normal, we have for every A E M+ , A = Sup,,, A, with A, E yy,
A, > 0, the inequality

T = d$/dY. Then aTa* is a positive self-adjoint
operator and
(aTa*[, E) = (Ta*f, a*E) V[ E2, so that (aTa*[, 0 = (a+a*)(@‘((S,4))
Vt E D(#, Y). As a is invertible, aTa* is the largest positive operator satisfying
the last equality and we get aTa* = d(aqSa*)/dY.
Q.E.D.
(b)

THEOREM

(1)

Let

9. Let M, N, c$,and Y beasabove,with 4 faithful.
The operator T = d#dY is nonsingular,
T$‘xT-~~ = $(x), Vx E M;

(2) If & , qG2are faithful

TifyT-jt

andfor all t E R:
= o_‘,(y), Vy EN.

weightson M, then

G44W’)it = (Wz; WtW&Wt

Vt E Ft.

(3) dY/d+ = (d$/dY)-I.
For the proof we consider S as an N-module
and form the sum S’ =
X @ &$, hence considering Hom,(&$
, &‘) as a subspace of pN(S’),
namely,
the space of all operators T E yN(.%‘) with T = Te = (1 - e)T, where e is
the orthogonal
projection
of Z’ on G%?~. For every 4 we let 0 be the weight
on S$(#‘)
such that 0(x) = 4((1 - e) x(1 - e)) + Y’(exe), it is faithful, and

SPATIAL
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group ut 0 defines a one-parameter group of isometries

LEMMA
10. (a) There exists a unique one-parameter
of S such that (a) U,*xUt,
= up(x), Vx E L&(Z),
VY E N, (7) R’(Ut”(5))
= 4(RY~~>> YE E q*,
y,).

group of unitaries U,*
(6) Ut*yUft = o-‘t(y)

(b) For every t E [w one has U,* = (d+/dYY)it.
Proojl
(a) The uniqueness of U,* is clear from (y) since 5 ++ Ry($) is
injective. Assume that the existence has been proved for some$1; put U,* =
(D$ : D+,),Up Vt E R. Then (a) and (/?)aresatisfiedandwe havefor 5 E D(%?,Y):

Jwm5))

= Ryw#J : wlm(~)>

= PC : QwwF%))

So the existence follows for all c$.Thus the existence problem dependsonly
on the iv-module X. It is clear alsothat we needonly solve it for the specialcase
&5’ = G& and we chooseY’ = 4. In this casewe let d be the modular operator
of Y and put Ur’ = Aeit. Then Ry(A-i”E) = A-itRy((S) Ait = ut”(Ry(t)) sothat
(a) and (6) are checked.
(b) Let 4’ = 4 @Y’ on the von Neumann algebra P = L&(X).
For
every x E P such that $‘(x*x) < co the function t i--t ~/(X*&‘(X)) is equal to
<A$w(4, w(x)).
Hence there exists a positive measurep on R such that
~‘(x*u;~‘(x))

= / eits dp(s),

Qt E R,

and
~‘(xx*)

= I es d&)

E [O, +a].

Take x = Ry(.f); then by Lemma 4 we have Y’(x*x)
and from (a) we get for all t E R

= Y’(l Ry(‘(4)12) = I/ Eli2

~‘(x*u:‘(x)) = y(Ry(S)*Ry(Utm(~)>) = (Ut’t,

0.

Hence we get, with U,” = eitH+Vt E R, the equality
+(Rytt) R’Y(O*) = <eH% 0

vg E D(S, Y).

To conclude that d$/dY = eH4we need only show that those two positive selfadjoint operatorscommute. But for t E R, Ut* is a unitary in Z which preserves
M, N, d, Y, using(a), (,!I), and (7) and hencecommuteswith d+/dY.
Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 9. Condition
(1) follows
follows from the proof of (a) in Lemma 10.

clearly from Lemma

10, and (2)

(3) Let Yr , ul, be faithful weights on N; then for all t E R, (d+/dYr)
8t
from Theorem
9(l) applied
in
(df$/dY*y = (DY, : DYJ, . This follows
ti @ X z= Z @ C2 to the quadruple
M @ C, 4, N @ Ma(C), Yr @ lu, ,
for which one has &/d(Y,
@ YJ = d+/dYl @ d#/dYs.
Hence it is enough
to check (3) in the special case A? = I& and 4 = Y’, where it is immediate.
COROLLARY
11. Let M, 4, N, Y be as above, let 5 be a Y-bounded
let 7 be a $-bounded vector. Then

Moreover

for fixed [, one has

WV,
Proof.
( E D(X,

vector, and

4)) = SUPI<(, +I’,

W%,

Let T = d$/dY. Then by Theorem
Y), 7 E D(X, 4) we have
I((, #

= l(T1/2[,

T-14$/2

7)) G 1.

9 we have T-l

= dY/d#.

< // T’/“.$ II2 I/ T-l/27

So for

/i2,

which proves the first inequality.
COROLLARY

12.

For every weight 4 on M the support of d#dY

is equal to the

support of 4.
Proof.
definition
on s(+)#

Let e == support d4/dY. Then e < s(C) follows immediately from the
of d4/dY, moreover, 4 is faithful on M,?(,) so that d#dY is nonsingular
by Theorem 9.

THE

WEIGHT

ASSOCIATED

WITH

A HOMOGENEOUS

OPERATOR

Let M be a von Neumann algebra in Z, N its commutant,
and 4 a faithful
weight on N. We now characterize
the operators in X of the form d+/dY for
some weight $ on M.
THEOREM

conditions

13. Let T be a positive
are equivalent:

self-adjoint

(I)

There exists a semi$nite

(2)

For every t E R andy E None ha-s Tito,y(y)

normal

operator

on Z.

The follozuing

wezkht 4 on M such that T = d$ldY.
= y Tit.

(3) D(X, Y) n Domain T’j2 is a core for T112 and the scalar &
depends only on ~~=, @‘(ti , ti), for (, E D(Z, Y).

~:Tt, , t,
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Proof.
Let e be the support of T. Then conditions (1) and (2) both imply
that e E M. So to prove (1) o (2) we can assumethat e = 1. Then (1) 3 (2)
follows from Theorem 9. Assuming (2), let #r be somefaithful weight on M and
put TI = d$,/d!P, ut = TitT;it.
Then ut is a strongly continuous family of
unitaries of M such that utl+t = u~,&(z+,) Vt, , t, E [w. So by the converse of
the Radon-Nikodym theorem [2], there exists a faithful 4 on M such that
ut = (114: D+& Vt E R and hence that d$/d?P = T.
It is clear that (1) + (3). We now showthat (3) 3 (1). We needonly construct
a semifinite normal weight+ on M suchthat $(ey(t, 5)) = (Tt, 6) Vt E D(%, !P).
This will follow from the next lemma, the semifinitenessof 4 being automatic
since D(2, Y) n Domain T112 is densein &‘.
LEMMA
14. (a) Let T be as in Theorem 13(3). Then there is a weight C1 on
J$ such that #,(F’(~, 5)) = (Te, .$ V[ E D(X’, U) and having the property
that for any family (x&
of elements of M, x, + 1, OL
-+ co, strongly, one has

(bj

Any weight C$~on j&

with the above property

extends to a normal weight

on M.
Proof.
(a) By Proposition 3(b) every element x of j&+ can be written as
CL1 eyb5 , &) and VW = C (T& ,O is independent of the choice of the &
by Theorem 13(3). It follows easily that $r is a weight. Let y E $y;‘, y =
I& e’(& , 0, and (x(y)olel,X, E M, X, --t 1 strongly; then x, yxz = Cr=, Y(x,&,
xJi) and &(x,yx~) is the sum of the (TX&~ , x,&). For each i, x,li converges
to Ei and by the semicontinuity of the positive form associatedto T (Lemma 5),
we know that h, (Tx,[~ , x,ti) > (Tti , ti) so we get (a).

(b) Put C+(X)= S~p~~~+,~~~+r(y). Then 4 coincides with +I on jF and
to show that it is a weight it is enough to show that it is normal, and its additivity
will follow. Let (x4) be an increasingfamily of elementsof M+ with sup equal
to X. We can write x, = y,xyz, with ya E M, ya + 1 strongly. For any y E y$,
y < x we have to show that Sup, +(xJ 2 &(y). But lim dr( y*yyz) > &(y) and
Q.E.D.
YmYY,”G YLPYZ== “%.
COROLLARY
15. Let 4, be an increasing sequence of faithful normal weights
on M and assume that + = Sup 4, is semifnite. Then d&/d+ increases to d$/d?P
and for every t E [w,

ut% -

* In the topology

of norm-pointwise

n+m

ut*

in

convergence

Aut M.2

in the predual.
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Proof. Let T, = d&JdY. Then (T,JnsNis an increasing sequence of positive
s.a. nonsingular
operators, and as T, < d4/dY for all n, we know that there
exists a positive s.a. operator T such that (1 + T&l + (1 + T)-l in the strong
topology. Assume that TF -P Tit strongly for all t E R. This shows that T is
homogeneous
of degree -1 in Y. Then Theorem
13 shows that the weight Y’
on M associated with T is larger than all $n and smaller than 4, so finally T =
d#dY. Finally for all x E M we have

So we need only to show that Tz -+ Tit for all t E !R. Let f be the continuous
function on [0, l] such that
f(h)

= (log@-1

-

1) $- i)-’

forh

# 1

and

f(l)

= 0.

From a result of Kaplansky
[q this function is strong operator continuous,
which shows that f((1 + T&l) + j((l + T)-l) strongly when n + co. The
same is true for f, and shows that the sequence of self-adjoint
operators H, =
log T, converge in the strong resolvent sense to operator H = log T. Hence
from a theorem of Trotter [6, Theorem VIII 211 that c@(x) tends ,-strongly
to
atd(x) for fixed t and x. Applying
this to 1 @ e2r in M @IM,(C) we get (J!& :
Q.E.D.
wt - 1 *-strongly.
COROLLARY
16. (a) For every faithful weight Y on N there exists a unique
normaloperator-valuedweightY-Ifrom .5?(Z) to M = N’ suchthat Y-l(t @ e) =
P(f, .$)V[ E D(X, Y). (( @ E” is the rank oneoperatorassociated
to E.)

(b) Every faithful normal operator-valuedweightfrom Z(S)
is of theform Y--lfor a uniqueY.

to M = N’

Proof. (a) Let 4 b e a faithful weight on M. Then let 6 be the weight on
Z’(Z)
such that 6 = Tr(d#/dY).
By Theorem
9 the restriction
of od to M is
equal to 04 so there exists [4] an operator-valued
weight E from 5?(X) to M such
that C$o E = 6 and (O(& 0 E): D(+ o E)) = (D+, : D4) for every faithful weight
+t on M. Hence by Theorem 9(2), +I 0 E = Tr(d+,/dY.)
for every weight +r on
M. This proves that E does not depend on the choice of 4. For 5 E D(Z’, Y)
one has +(E(t @ 5”)) = Tr(d$/dY([
@ p)) = (d+/dYt, 6) for every weight 4
on M, with proves E([ @ p) = Oy([, 5).
(b) Let E be such an operator-valued
weight and let $ be a faithful weight
on M. Then$=4oE
is a faithful weight on P’(&‘)
and hence of the form
6 = Tr(T.).
Moreover
TitxT-it = Us” VX EM, so by Theorems 9(3) and 13
there exists a faithful weight + on N with T = d+/dY. As in the proof of (a) we
get & o E = Tr(d+/dY) for every weight 5, on M, using (D($i o E) : D(4 0 E))
(&& : O$). This shows that E = Y-l.
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DEFINITION 17. Let %I and X2 be N-modules and let T be a closed(densely
defined) operator from X1 to s2 , T = u 1T ( its polar decomposition. We say
that T is homogeneousin Y of degreeoliff u commuteswith N and for ally E iV,
tfs[W:

1T li”r = o;(y) 1T Iit.
Thus by Theorem 13 the positive operators of the form d$/dY are exactly
the positive self-adjoint operators which are homogeneousin Y of degree -1.
COROLLARY 18. Let T be a positive self-adjoint
following conditionsare equivalent:

!I+ E iI2: with T = d$/dY.

(a)

D(x,

operator on &?. Then the

(b) T is homogeneous
of degree- 1 in Y and for somefamily (&), 6, E
Y>, C ey(t, , ~2) = 1 onehasC G’Y, , &J < EL
(4

Wf’,

Y> C D omain T112is a me for T112and there is a C < co such

that

It is clear that (a) + (c). Assume (c) and let + be the corresponding
Proof.
weight on M (by Theorem 13). Then 4(x) < C I/ x [I for any x E 2: and hence
C/J(~)< co. Finally, (a) 3 (b) is easy. Note that $( 1) = C (T& , ),) for any
family (t,), with C P(.& , S,) = 1. This justifies the notation s TdY, for positive
self-adjoint operators T on Z? which are homogeneousin Y of degree - 1:

s

TdY = C (Tt, , 5,) independently of (&J with c ey(t,, [,) = 1.

We shall say that T is Y-integrable when it satisfiesthe equivalent conditions
of Corollary 18. One can then define the spacesLP(&‘, Y) asspacesof operators
homogeneousin Y of degree OL= -l/p such that 1T 1~is integrable. It would
be interesting to work out their theory, the HBlder inequality, and to compare
them with the LP spacesof Haagerup. For [3] we shall need the following corollary:
COROLLARY 19. Let SI , X2 , and T be as in Definition 17 with ol = -$.
Then T*T is integrable;ff TT* is, and the two integralsare equal.

Proof. Let T = u 1T ( be the polar decomposition of T. Then for every
family & in Z1 n Support 1T i such that C 0,(& , 6,) = Support ( T I the
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(1 = U& E s2
follows by

A.

satisfy x O,(u&

CONNES

, ~5,) = Support

1 T* I; thus

the

statement
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